Applying Deep Learning to Automate UAV-Based Detection of Scatterable Landmines
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Abstract: Recent advances in unmanned-aerial-vehicle- (UAV-) based remote sensing utilizing lightweight multispectral and thermal infrared sensors allow for rapid wide-area landmine contamination detection and mapping surveys. We present results of a study focused on developing and testing an automated technique of remote landmine detection and identification of scatterable antipersonnel landmines in wide-area surveys. Our methodology is calibrated for the detection of scatterable plastic landmines which utilize a liquid explosive encapsulated in a polyethylene or plastic body in their design. We base our findings on analysis of multispectral and thermal datasets collected by an automated UAV-survey system featuring scattered PFM-1-type landmines as test objects and present results of an effort to automate landmine detection, relying on supervised learning algorithms using a Faster Regional-Convolutional Neural Network (Faster R-CNN). The RGB visible light Faster R-CNN demo yielded a 99.3% testing accuracy for a partially withheld testing set and 71.5% testing accuracy for a completely withheld testing set. Across multiple test environments, using centimeter scale accurate georeferenced datasets paired with Faster R-CNN, allowed for accurate automated detection of test PFM-1 landmines. This method can be calibrated to other types of scatterable antipersonnel mines in future trials to aid humanitarian demining initiatives. With millions of remnant PFM-1 and similar scatterable plastic mines across post-conflict regions and considerable stockpiles of these landmines posing long-term humanitarian and economic threats to impacted communities, our methodology could considerably aid in efforts to demine impacted regions.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Landmine Overview

Today, there are an estimated 100 million remnant landmines in ninety post-conflict countries and despite international efforts to limit their use, there are an estimated twenty landmines placed for every landmine removed in conflict regions [1]. In part, the expanding rift between landmine placement and clearance is driven by a technological disconnect between modern landmine technology and the traditional demining toolkit. Landmine clearance protocols adapted by demining NGOs and various state demining services largely rely on the geophysical principles of electromagnetic induction (EMI), which have demonstrated high effectiveness in the detection of large metallic landmines and buried unexploded ordnance (UXO) [2]. However, EMI-based surveys also produce high numbers of false flags in the presence of metallic debris against mines with reduced metal content [3].

Many modern landmines are designed specifically to avoid detection by EMI methods; they are smaller, have a reduced metal content, and may contain little or no metal shrapnel elements [4].
Further complicating the task of minefield clearance is randomized mine placement, intentional metal and plastic debris spreading, and use of landmines that are deployed aerially across wide areas [3]. Perhaps, the apex of landmine technology designed to hamper landmine clearance are small aerially deployed anti-personnel plastic landmines, such as the American BLU-43 “Dragontooth” and its mass-produced and widely-used Soviet copy, the PFM-1 “Butterfly” (Figure 1) [5]. Due to their largely plastic or polyethylene composition, small size (75 g), and scattering deployment over wide areas, proven EMI-based clearance techniques are largely time and cost prohibitive in the presence of aerially-dispersed landmines [6].

Figure 1. Rendering of an Inert PFM-1 plastic anti-personal landmine considered in this study with small US coin for scale.

While the PFM-1 was predominantly in active use during the Soviet–Afghan war from 1979–1989, they still remain an active threat in the present day. For example, in 2019, the Russian army modernized and adopted the tracked UMZ-G multipurpose mine layer specifically designed to be compatible with PFM-1-bearing cassettes and capable of dispersing nearly twenty thousand PFM-1 type mines in an hour of operation [7,8]. While modernized PFM-1s variants of the PFM-1 mine are normally designed to self-destruct over time, past studies indicate that only ~50% of the deployed PFM-1s mines go through the self-destruction process upon expiration of deployment time [5]. As such, modernized PFM-1s fail to meet self-destruction criteria set forward by Protocol II the Convention on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Certain Conventional Weapons and their possible use would be associated with much of the similar short-term and long-term humanitarian concerns as the mass use of the PFM-1 mines in the Soviet–Afghan conflict and other impacted regions [9].

In previous studies, our research team developed a time- and cost-effective protocol to remotely identify randomly distributed PFM-1 landmines in simulated fields. Initially, by analyzing the physical properties and texture of the PFM-1 polyethylene casing, we derived its unique differential apparent thermal inertia (DATI) signature, allowing us to distinguish PFM-1 landmines and cross-correlate them to other elements of the PFM-1 minefield, namely the aluminum KSF-1 case rails and caps in stationary experiments [10]. Following the stationary proof-of-concept phase, we deployed an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) with a mounted infrared camera to remotely collect automated time-lapse thermal surveys over simulated minefields seeded with inert PFM-1 mines and aluminum elements of the KSF-1 casing. Dynamic UAV datasets confirmed that PFM-1 mines yielded statistically significant (and remotely detectable) temperature differences between the polyethylene bodies of the landmines and their host environments, both in direct thermal comparisons and in time-lapse DATI datasets [11]. Controlled stationary experiments were conducted to test the impact of different environmental variables, such as moisture content, time of day, and host geology on time-lapse thermal infrared
detection of PFM-1 landmines [12]. We found that ideal thermal conditions occur two hours after sunrise for differential apparent thermal inertia (15 min apart) and in the middle of the day (for apparent thermal datasets). Increased moisture content in soils and host geology after a rain event also increased the temperature differential between the plastic mines and the surrounding environment because water has a very high specific heat value of 4.186 J/g °C and is absorbed by the surrounding soils but not the mines [12]. Lastly, finer-grain environments such as sand or clay decreased the number of false positives compared to coarse-grain cobble environments and light vegetation cover [12]. Finally, we proceeded to test the protocol in blind trials under varying conditions and were able to successfully identify majority of the scattered PFM-1 from the UAV datasets [12]. To date, our detection and classification protocols were based on operator in-person visual analysis of the UAV-collected datasets. While this allowed for successful troubleshooting and fine-tuning of the methodology, it was clear that successful adoption of this methodology in wide-area surveying required implementation of an automated detection algorithm to change the role of the operator from data processing and interpretation to detection verification.

1.2. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) Overview

Neural networks, now the standard for object detection and classification in the field of remote sensing, began to appear contributions to Remote Sensing in 2009 [13,14]. As neural networks rose in popularity, so did other methods of machine learning such as support vector machines [15], decision trees [16], random decision forests [17], and most similar neighbor [17]. Since 2012, neural networks have outperformed all other machine learning methods and have been used successfully in thousands of remote sensing object classification and detection applications [18].

Since the start of 2020, articles have been published using convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to detect patterns in LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) data, images in the Google Street View database, video data, UAV data, and NASA’s Earth Observation (EO) data for a variety of purposes from detecting pedestrians at night to mapping landslides [19–23]. There have been successful efforts using CNN’s to detect buried landmines in ground-penetrating radar data, yet there is a lack of research on using CNN to identify surface mines such as the PFM-1 [24,25]. This study focuses on UAV based multispectral and thermal infrared sensing to train a robust CNN to automate detection of the PFM-1 landmines to dramatically decrease the time, cost, and increase accuracy associated with current methods.

In our study, we deployed the Faster Regional-CNN (Faster R-CNN) [26]. This type of CNN has successful applications across the field of remote sensing from detecting maize tassels to airplanes to gravity waves [27–29]. We chose this type of CNN because of its superior speed and accuracy in detecting small objects to R-CNNs [30], Fast R-CNNs [31], Spatial Pyramid Pooling-Nets [32], and “You Only Look Once” (YOLO) Networks [33–35]. A common measurement of success in a deep learning task is the mean Average Precision (mAP) [26]. To calculate the mAP for a large dataset of images, the precision (how many selected items were correctly selected) and recall (how many items that were supposed to be selected were not) are first calculated for each image using the following formulas:

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{True positive}}{\text{True positive} + \text{False positive}}, \quad \text{Recall} = \frac{\text{True positive}}{\text{True positive} + \text{False negative}}.
\]

Then, the relationship between precision and recall is plotted and the area under the curve is the mAP. On an extensive database used for object detection, MS COCO, the Fast R-CNN performed with a testing mAP of 19.3 and processed 0.5 images per second (FPS) while the Faster R-CNN performed with a testing mAP of 21.9, an improvement of 13.4%, and a FPS of 7, 14 times faster than the Fast R-CNN [36]. Although YOLO networks tend to perform better than the Faster R-CNN on the MS COCO dataset, they are found to perform much worse for small objects, so they are not well suited for our application [35]. A Faster R-CNN far surpasses the capabilities of an R-CNN as a Fast R-CNN trains nine times faster than an R-CNN and performs predictions 213 times faster than a R-CNN [34]. The capabilities of an SPP-Net are surpassed as a Fast R-CNN trains three faster than an SPP Net and performs predictions 10 times faster than an SPP Net [34]. Furthermore, the Faster R-CNN is particularly effective because,
unlike R-CNNs, which extract 2000 region proposals of a fixed aspect size from an image and use a CNN to perform a basic classification on each region, a Faster R-CNN uses a CNN to predict the region proposals. This allows another CNN, the one doing the final classification, to do much less work because the Region Proposal Network (RPN) has created a smarter list of region proposals [35].

1.3. Region of Interest

While scatterable landmines were used in many conflicts, today the region most impacted by this type of munition is Afghanistan in the aftermath of the Soviet-Afghan conflict. During the Soviet-Afghan War, which lasted from December 1979 to February 1989, up to 16 million landmines were deployed throughout Afghanistan [37], a significant proportion of them being PFM-1 type scatterable landmines. Most of these mines remain in place in areas inaccessible to demining operations and despite many of them deteriorating over time, their presence presents a continuous threat to local communities [10]. The overall number of victims of the PFM-1 landmine crisis in Afghanistan is unclear, but expert estimates suggest that these mines were the cause of hundreds of deaths and resulted in thousands of amputations since the cessation of the conflict in 1989 [38]. Importantly, the majority of PFM-1 victims are civilians, and a disproportionately high percent of them are children [39].

In our research efforts to date, we specifically focused our environmental considerations to mimic environments in which PFM-1 presence has been reported across Afghanistan. The most heavily mined areas in Afghanistan lie in the areas bordering Pakistan (east) and Iran (south, southwest). Only about 2% of Afghanistan is designated as forest, 5% as irrigated cultivation, while about 58% is permanent pasture and agricultural land, and ~35% is comprised of sparse vegetation shown in Figure 2 [40].

![Figure 2](image-url)

**Figure 2.** Map of land use in Afghanistan showing sparse vegetation across regions of greatest scatterable mine contamination.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Proxy Environments

To best simulate environmental conditions in our region of focus, datasets were collected in a sparsely vegetated rubble field at Chenango Valley State Park on 20 October 2019 to represent desert and sparse vegetation environments. On 5 November 2019, additional datasets were collected at a
grass field on the Binghamton University campus to represent agricultural and pastoral fields. Lastly, on 13 November 2019 a dataset over the same field at Binghamton University after three inches of snow was taken to simulate winter months (Figure 3). As it is impossible to perfectly simulate a plot of land such as an Afghani minefield due to temporal and spatial variations, and earth surface processes and weather patterns, the chosen “Low Vegetation”, “Grass”, and “Snow” datasets shown in Figure 3, act as proxies with some degree of environmental error, but still provide reliable spectral analogs.

![Figure 3. Environments for collected datasets. (Left) Chenango Valley State Park, low vegetation flights on 20 October 2019. (Middle) Binghamton University, grass field flights on 5 November 2019. (Right) Binghamton University snow flights on 13 November 2019 where half of the mines were covered by snow and half surface lain.](image)

2.2. Instrumentation

The FLIR Vue Pro thermal infrared sensor, Parrot Sequoia multispectral sensor, and a Trimble Geo 7x Handheld Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) were used for data collection in this study (Table 1). The FLIR Vue Pro 13 mm has a resolution of 640 × 512 pixels, collects thermal infrared spectral data and is exported as a 14 bit raw TIF file from ThermoViewer export. A previous study on the PFM-1 showed that long wave infrared (LWIR) imagery had an average detection sensitivity rate of 77.88% [11], as well as additional studies [41–44] demonstrating the effectiveness of thermal infrared sensing for landmine detection. The Parrot Sequoia is equipped with an RGB camera which has a 4.88 mm focal length, a resolution of 4608 × 3456 pixels and is exported as a JPG file. The Parrot Sequoia monochrome sensors collect green (GRE), red (RED), red edge (REG), and near infrared (NIR), with a focal length of 3.98 mm, which it exports as a raw 10-bit TIF file. In recent years, UAV-based photogrammetry has seen a large growth in both academic and commercial applications [45,46], including the implementation of neural networks to identify of surface objects [47,48]. These studies lay the framework for UAV photogrammetry being a promising new technique for surface UXO detection. Additionally, multispectral imaging is now being applied for advanced object detection such as pedestrian detection [49]. This highlights that a relatively simple, stationary, and uniform object such as a landmine should be detectable with an even higher degree of accuracy. The Trimble Geo 7x Handheld GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) with Zephyr 3 antenna was used to collect cm accurate coordinates for the randomly scattered mines as well as the ground control points used for georeferencing in post processing. Post processing of GNSS data was conducted using Trible’s GPS Pathfinder Office Software.
Table 1. Specifications of the FLIR Vue Pro and Parrot Sequoia sensors [50,51].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Spectral Band</th>
<th>Pixel Size</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
<th>Focal Length</th>
<th>Frame Rate</th>
<th>Image Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FLIR Vue Pro</td>
<td>Thermal Infrared: 7.5–13.5 µm</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>640 × 512 pixels</td>
<td>13 mm</td>
<td>30 Hz (NTSC); 25 Hz (PAL)</td>
<td>TIFF, 14-bit raw sensor data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrot Sequoia RGB</td>
<td>Visible light: 380–700 nm</td>
<td>1.34 µm</td>
<td>4608 × 3456 pixels</td>
<td>4.88 mm</td>
<td>Minimum value: 1 fps</td>
<td>JPG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrot Sequoia 4× monochrome sensors</td>
<td>Green: 530–570 nm</td>
<td>3.75 µm</td>
<td>1280 × 960 pixels</td>
<td>3.98 mm</td>
<td>Minimum value: 0.5fps</td>
<td>TIFF, RAW 10-bit files</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Data Acquisition

All spectral data were collected with a DJI Matrice 600 Pro UAV platform equipped with a Parrot Sequoia multispectral sensor and FLIR thermal sensor (Figure 4). Each mission was flown over the simulated minefields with 28–30 PFM-1 mines at 10 m height over a 10 × 20 m grid with each transverse having an 80% overlapped coverage with the previous transverse, flown at 2 m/s. At the corners and center of each grid, a checkered pattern ground control point (GCP) was placed, and the location collected with the Trimble Geo 7x Handheld GNSS. The drone was flown using the Pix4D mission planner app. At each of the three environments, five flights were repeated to capture mass datasets that will be used as training and test datasets for the CNN. The PFM-1 landmines and KSF landmine casings were aerially dispersed inside of the grid, landing in randomized orientations to simulate real word conditions, as well as diversifying the angles of orientation and landing preference (either face up or face down). Collecting data across three very different environments and randomized mine orientations helps avoid overfitting the classification to our specific minefields by creating a generalized model.

Figure 4. Illustration of experimental design mid-flight in Afghani terrain, using the Parrot Sequoia multispectral sensor attached to the Matrice 600 Pro UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle). Processed multispectral images of the PFM-1 taken from 10 m height during flight.
2.4. Image Processing

To process the multispectral data, the extraneous photos from takeoff and landing were clipped for each flight. Then the photos were uploaded into Pix4D Mapper software, where a point cloud was generated from the images (RGB and monochrome images must be processed separately). Once the initial processing was complete, global positioning data from the ground control points (GCPs) in the form of latitude and longitude were used to georeference the point cloud to the cm scale accuracy GCPs, and reoptimize the point cloud. After reoptimization, the point cloud and mesh were reconstructed, and finally a DSM, orthomosaic, and index were created (Figure 5). Once the orthomosaics were generated, they were uploaded as GeoTIFFs into ArcMap, and overlain with the mine coordinates taken by the Trimble. To further improve the location accuracy, the processed GeoTIFFs were again georeferenced in ArcMap using a first order polynomial transformation to connect the raster GCPs to the Trimble GPS shapefile GCPs.

Figure 5. Workflow to generate georeferenced orthophotos using Pix4D Mapper.

Thermal data required additional processing before it was constructed into an orthomosaic using Pix4D Mapper software. First, the flights were clipped and exported from ThermoViewer as 16 bit TIFFs with standardized gain highs and lows optimized per flight. These raw photos, in turn, needed to be corrected for the cold edges, or vignetting errors, associated with thermal data. To process these out, first vignetting masks were created (from four relatively still images in the drone flight, usually at the end of the flight) by subtracting the highest pixel value from the entire raster image [52]. Next, we clipped out anomalies such as GCPs, rocks, or landmines, and filled the missing data with the nearest neighbor method, so the mask is suitable across the entire flight; if this is not done artifacts are introduced with the mask. Then, the four images’ vignetting masks were averaged to create an average vignette mask. Once the averaged mask was created, a 3 x 3-window moving-average kernel-convolution low-pass filter was employed to smooth the mask. The mask was subtracted from each thermal raster image to mitigate the cold corner vignette effect (Figure 6). After this operation was performed, the thermal images were subsequently processed into georeferenced orthophotos in the same fashion as the RGB and multispectral images.
2.5. CNN Methods

Yang’s implementation of a Faster R-CNN was used for our CNN [53]. There were several modifications that had to be made since Yang’s implementation was built to train and test on the Pascal VOC 2007 dataset and our goal was to train and test on a custom, remotely sensed dataset. The Faster R-CNN implementation had a directory called “data” containing the custom dataset, which had to be in the form of the Pascal VOC 2007 development kit. The “annotations” folder contained xml files corresponding to the training or testing image sharing the same name. These xml files contained metadata for each image describing the location in that image of the objects that the CNN is designed to detect. A tool called LabelImg was used to create these metadata files [54]. Basic instructions to install and create metadata files in the PascalVOC format were followed accordingly. Using LabelImg, boxes were drawn around all the individual landmines and KSF-Casings in the orthophotos. The resulting xml files were included in the “Annotations” folder and the resulting cropped images in png format in the PNGImages folder (any image type works for this step but png files are necessary for the following step).

We used the Images in Python (Impy) tool to create 1032 × 1032 crops of the orthophotos and modify the xml files accordingly [55]; 20 to 25 images and corresponding xmls were created for each orthophoto depending on the original size of the orthophoto. There was no overlap in the cropped images and all images had at least one object (PFM-1, KSF-Casing or KSF-Cap) in it. Impy was also used for further data augmentation to the cropped images. Basic instructions were followed to create sharpened versions of the images (with a weight of 2.0), vertically flipped versions, histogram-equalized versions (type 1), more cropped versions, and rotated versions (with a theta value of 0.5). Impy generated corresponding xml files for all of the images created by these procedures. The augmented images and xml files were added to the PNGImages and Annotations folders respectively.

We split our data into training and testing in two ways and compared the results. To select images for testing and training sets, we added the names of the cropped images we wished to use for testing and training to ImageSets/Main/test.txt and ImageSets/Main/trainval.txt respectively. The first way was by using the images from one drone flight in Fall 2017 over our rubble environment as testing data and six flights in Fall 2019 over our rubble and grass environments as training data. The second way was by compiling the cropped images of seven total flights taken in fall 2017 and 2019, randomly selecting 30% of the images for testing and 70% of them for training. To train and test the CNN and perform the demo, we followed the instructions provided by Jianwei Yang in their repository [53]. To improve our accuracy, we followed the instructions in Yang’s repository to implement transfer learning with the res101 model.
3. Results

Multispectral & Orthophoto Results

Processing the multispectral and thermal infrared imagery resulted in 0.025 m average ground sampling distance and accurately georeferenced simulated minefield orthophotos as seen in Figures 7 and 8.

Figure 7. Generated RGB orthophotos from Pix4D Mapper for each environment.

Figure 8. Georeferenced green bandwidth orthophoto (with RGB picture of PFM-1 landmine shown for comparison), overlaid with cm scale accurate shapefile taken from the Trimble Geo 7x.
Figure 9 shows how effective RGB, green, red, red-edge, near infrared (NIR), thermal infrared, and normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) are for identifying plastic landmines. Interestingly, different bandwidths are effective in different environments. For the grass environment, mines were distinguishable in RGB, green, red, thermal, and NDVI (and unidentifiable in red edge and NIR). In the low vegetation environment, the mines were distinct in every band except red-edge and NIR, which had identifiable mines, but too difficult to distinguish from noise without prior knowledge of the mines. The PFM-1 is difficult to identify from noise in the snow datasets due to thermal muting of mine-associated anomalies for snow-covered mines. Additionally, surfaced mines were largely obscured due to the relatively high reflectance of the snow.

To automate the detection and mapping of the PFM-1 landmines, the CNN was trained and tested two separate times. The first time, the training data consisted of 165 RGB images obtained from different crops of six orthophotos. The orthophotos consisted of three flights over the same 10 × 20 m rubble environment and three flights over the same 10 × 20 m grass environment. Both the grass and rubble datasets were taken in fall 2019 and have 28 PFM-1 mines, four KSF-Casings, and two KSF-Caps scattered throughout the field. All training and testing was done on a Dual Socket Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4114 CPU @ 2.20 GHz with 128 GB of RAM with a Titan V GPU with 12 GB of RAM. The CNN took 37 min to train over 50 epochs. After we obtained our first model, we tested it on a withheld 10 × 20 m rubble environment, the same environment as one of the environments used for training but taken in Fall 2017, two years earlier than the training data. The CNN was tested on 18 images and took 1.87 s to produce a 0.7030 average precision (AP) for the PFM-1, a 0.7273 AP for the KSF-Casing, and a mean AP of 0.7152 (Table 2). The second time, the training data consisted of a randomly selected sample of 70% of the total images (128 RGB images) while the testing data consisted of the remaining 30% (55 RGB images). This model took 29 min to train over 50 epochs (Figure 10). Testing took 5.47 s
and produced a 0.9983 AP for the PFM-1, a 0.9879 AP for the KSF-Casing, and a mean AP of 0.9931 as shown in Table 2.

**Table 2.** Training and testing results for the Faster Regional-Convolutional Neural Network (Faster R-CNN).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Train Data</th>
<th>Train Time (m)</th>
<th>Test Data</th>
<th>Test Time (s)</th>
<th>AP for PFM-1</th>
<th>AP for KSF-Casing</th>
<th>Mean AP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Six flights, grass &amp; rubble (Fall 2019)</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>One flight rubble (Fall 2017)</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>0.7030</td>
<td>0.7273</td>
<td>0.7152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random 70% of seven total flights</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Random 30% of seven total flights</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>0.9983</td>
<td>0.9879</td>
<td>0.9931</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 10.** AP for two PFM-1 landmines, one KSF-Casing, and one KSF-Cap in testing data.

4. Discussion

This study attempted to address two major questions: (1) Can high-resolution multispectral remote sensing be used to detect PFM-1 type scatterable antipersonnel landmines? (2) Can Faster R-CNN be used to automate the detection and map the coordinates of these mines? Previous research has demonstrated the efficacy of thermal imaging to detect the PFM-1 in static and active field trials [10–12]. This study expands upon those results by demonstrating the ability of a low-cost plug-and-play multispectral sensor to detect scatterable surface-laid antipersonnel landmines in the visible light, green, red, red-edge, and near-infrared bands of the electromagnetic spectrum. These particular landmines are easily detectable in low vegetation and grassy environments, but not in snowy environments as snow is highly reflective in the nm wavelength portion of the EM spectrum.

While PFM-1 and similar scatterable low-metal mines are known to deteriorate over time in the field and may be rendered inoperative by exposure to the elements, they nevertheless present an ongoing concern in historically impacted areas, such as Afghanistan and in countries with ongoing military conflicts, where warring sides may possess large stockpiles of PFM-1 and similar devices.
Furthermore, despite an international effort to end the usage of scatterable landmines, publicly disclosed military research and development activity demonstrates that modernized scatterable landmines and their deployment systems remain in development and production as an important element of modern military strategy.

Rapid UAV-assisted mapping and automated detection of scatterable mine fields would assist in addressing the deadly legacy of widespread use of small scatterable landmines in recent armed conflicts and allow to develop a functional framework to effectively address their possible future use. Importantly, these detection and mapping techniques are generalizable and transferable to other munitions and explosives of concern (MECs) as UAV-based wide-area multispectral and thermal remote sensing survey methodologies can be usefully applied to many scatterable and exposed mines. Moreover, we also envision that thermal and multispectral remote-sensing methods and their automated interpretation could be adapted to detect and map disturbed soil for improvised explosive device (IED) detection and mapping. The use of CNN-based approaches to automated the detection and mapping of landmines is important for several reasons: (1) it is much faster than manually counting landmines from an orthoimage, (2) it is quantitative and reproducible, unlike subjective human-error-prone ocular detection, and (3) CNN-based methods are easily generalizable to detect and map any objects with distinct sizes and shapes from any remotely sensed raster images.

The purpose of dividing our training and testing data in two different ways was to observe the disparity between our model’s performance on a partially withheld dataset and a fully withheld dataset. We believe the mAP of the second model was 28% higher than that of the first model because, in the second model, the images used for training and testing were of the same environments taken at the same times, but the exact same images were not used. In the first model, the images used for testing were captured in the same environment, two years prior to the images captured for training making them subtly but significantly different. The results both models are useful. The results from the first model (six orthophotos for training, one for testing) provide more accurate insight into how a CNN will perform when implemented on an environment that has not been used for training, when only similar environments have been used for training. We can assume this because the testing data consisted of one orthophoto of an environment that looks very similar to the ones used for training but has changed in subtle ways over the two years between capturing the training and testing data. The second model (70% of total for training, 30% for testing) was given three times more testing data than the first method so it gave us a more complete result of how effectively our model trained on the given data. This specific percentage was used to divide our training and testing data to achieve a balance between having enough training data to train our model effectively and having enough testing data to give us an accurate measure of how effectively our model had been trained. Because of the very high accuracy we got with this model while still allotting a generally accepted amount (30%) to testing data, we believe this was an effective split. We can assume this model also gives us accurate insight into how a CNN will perform when implemented on an environment withheld from training because we were able to obtain training images of environments very similar to those prevalent in our region of interest.

Lastly, we decided that 50 epochs was the optimal number of epochs to train on because, for both models, the loss stopped a general decreasing trend at around 50 epochs and we believed a balance was achieved between training time and maximum testing accuracy.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

Our CNN took 1.87 s to detect scattered PFM-1 landmines in a 10 × 20 m minefield equating to 2 h and 36 min (1.87 s/200 m²) × 1,000,000 m² = 9350 sec = 2 h and 36 min) to inspect one square kilometer with a 71.5% accuracy of landmine identification with each flight taking 3 min and 30 s for a 10 × 20 m minefield. To push the accuracy of the Faster R-CNN past 71.5% for fully withheld datasets, and past 99.3% for partially withheld datasets, several actions will be taken in future research efforts. The volume of training and testing data will be increased and diversified in terms of environmental conditions, landmine orientation in three-dimensional space, host environments, and presence of
clutter. UAV-captured datasets will also be augmented automatically through sharpening, rotating, cropping, and scaling using varying software; current forms of data augmentation only resulted in a 1.69% increase in accuracy, so more extensive augmentation will be implemented. To improve the accuracy of the CNN, graphs will be made plotting training and testing accuracies throughout epochs to ensure a model is not created that is overfit to training data or overgeneralized. This will help us decide a potentially more optimal number of epochs to train on. We will also optimize how we divide our training and testing data by running our model on many different percentages of training and testing data. Our next step is to finalize the Faster R-CNN with each spectral band functioning as a different channel in the CNN (seven in total) that will be cross-referenced with another in order to reduce the number of false positives: two for method one (six orthophotos for training, one for testing) and one for method 2 (70% of total for training, remainder for testing), and optimize detection across different environmental conditions, including active minefields that may have obscured visibility of the mines from soil and eolian processes, that will complicate aerial detection. We anticipate increasing the number of channels and training on additional datasets will increase our testing accuracy well above 71.52% to be an even more robust CNN and useful auxiliary tool in a broad demining strategy. Ultimately, we seek to develop a completely automated processing and interpretation package that would deliver actionable map data to stakeholders within hours of survey acquisition.
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